Functional magnetic resonance imaging reveals that in the medial temporal lobe, an area of the brain critical for memory and often compromised in disease, different structures mediate particular aspects of memory.
Damage to the medial temporal lobe (MTL) region from hippocampus to parahippocampus has been reported when different spatial filters are used in results in a profound loss of declarative memory, the remembrance of new events and facts. 1 The MTL can PET averaging.
12 fMRI may be well-suited to examine activation patbe divided into two subregions, the hippocampus and the parahippocampal gyrus, each of which is comterns in the multiple, small subregions of the MTL.
Relatively precise anatomic localization of activations posed of several distinct structures. The hippocampus includes the dentate gyrus, the CA fields, and the subis possible in fMRI because structural and functional images are taken in the same scanner and activation iculum. The parahippocampal gyrus includes the entorhinal, perirhinal and parahippocampal cortices.
maps can be obtained in individual subjects. In addition, a scan's spatial resolution may be modified to Hippocampal input comes primarily from the parahippocampal gyrus, and hippocampal output leaves primoptimize parameters such as temporal resolution and signal/noise ratio. Upper limits of fMRI's spatial resolarily through the subiculum.
2 Recent rat and monkey lesion studies suggest that these distinct structures of ution continue to be pushed by scientists mapping human visual cortex and now fall in the submillimeter the MTL make separate contributions to declarative memory.
3-6 Subregions of the parahippocampal gyrus range. 13 fMRI makes use of a difference in magnetic properties between oxygenated and deoxygenated make a more prominent contribution to declarative memory than previously thought, 4 and the parahippohemoglobin. Neural activity leads to a rise in regional cerebral blood flow without a concomitant rise in the campal contribution differs from that of the hippocampus. 6 Now, a study using functional magnetic resonregion's oxygen consumption. The result is a regional increase in the ratio of oxyhemoglobin to deoxyhemoance imaging (fMRI) has provided the first evidence in humans that different components of the MTL make globin, the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signal, which is detected by fMRI.
14 distinct contributions to declarative memory.
7
This distinction in humans has, until now, been difWe used fMRI to examine whether different components of the human MTL make distinct contributions ficult to obtain. Natural lesions in humans rarely respect the boundaries of these small structures. Functo declarative memory. In our experiment, the fundamental memory processes of recording experience into tional imaging techniques, such as positron emission tomography (PET), have revealed MTL activations in memory (encoding) and recovering experience from memory (retrieval) were studied in young healthy subsome declarative memory tasks, 8, 9 although other PET studies of declarative memory have failed to reveal jects. To evoke brain activity utilized in memory encoding, subjects were scanned while viewing color pic-MTL activations.
10-11 These studies transformed subjects' brain images into a standardized atlas and relied tures of indoor and outdoor complex scenes. One condition placed a high demand on encoding by upon between-subject averaging to obtain their activation maps. Spatial smoothing and between-subject requiring the subjects to remember several unfamiliar pictures; a baseline condition placed a low demand on averaging may have lost information about small activations in the MTL which were insufficiently superimencoding by showing familiar pictures repeatedly. To evoke brain activity utilized in memory retrieval, subposed in the average maps. In addition, any smearing of activations projected upon the standardized atlas jects were shown line drawings of common objects and animals prior to fMRI scanning. During scanning, submay not allow discrimination between adjacent hippocampal and parahippocampal activations. Indeed, a jects saw words in two conditions. In one condition, most of the words were the names of previously studchanging of anatomical locus of maximal activation ied drawings. In the other condition, most of the words were the names of other drawings that had not been presented. These conditions and their differing throughout each scan. Relative changes in blood oxy-genation levels were tracked using fMRI while the with considerable variation in apparent psychopathology. Knowledge about characteristic brain dysfuncdemands on the subject's memory were alternated. Brain locations showing BOLD signal changes that sigtion of various neurological and psychiatric diseases will lead to a new focus of functional brain imaging, nificantly correlated with the alternating demands upon memory were highlighted and projected onto a the patient-by-patient detection of differences between normal and pathological activation maps, not unlike structural image of that subject's brain.
The two memory tasks yielded two distinct MTL the radiologist's present use of structural imaging. These differences could supplement genetic and molactivations that were consistent across subjects (see Image section in this issue of Molecular Psychiatry). In ecular tools for early and reliable detection of pathology, leading to earlier medical intervention. This new the encoding task, five of six subjects showed greater activation in a posterior MTL location when encoding focus, coupled with the development of drugs targeted to the pathological process, will maximize the clinunfamiliar pictures than when encoding familiar pictures. The activation was bilateral and focused in the ician's ability to preserve and enhance a patient's remaining function. parahippocampal cortex. In the retrieval task, five of six subjects showed greater activation in an anterior JB Brewer and JDE Gabrieli Neuroscience Program and Department of Psychology MTL location during the presentation of names of studied drawings than during the presentation of names of Stanford University Stanford, CA 94305, USA unstudied drawings. The activation was focused in the subiculum.
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